
UNDER ARMOUR ARENA 
 

HAND OFF - 21 min Workout 
 
This workout will consist of two parts. Part A will run from minutes 0 to 6. Minutes 7-8 
will be a transition time. Part B will run from minutes 7-21. 

 
HAND OFF - Part A Minutes 0-6 (6 min) 

 Each team will have one Concept 2 bike erg and one swiss bar loaded with 60/35kg. 

 On go, Indian file each team member will perform 1 min max calories on the bike erg 
followed immediately by 1 min max reps GTOH with the swiss bar. 

 Athletes may stop before their 1 minute on the bike is up, however then can not start 
on the GTOH until the start of the next minute - i.e. athletes can't do 30seonds on the 
bike and 90 seconds on GTOH. 

 GTOH reps will start with the bar on the floor, it must then be taken to an overhead 
position with knees, hips and arms fully extended and head through for the rep to 
count. 

 This will take 6 min for all team members to complete.  The clock doesn’t stop for the 
6 minutes so transitions are key. 

 
STANDARDS 
GTOH – Clean and press, clean and jerk are all acceptable movements. Swiss Barbell must 
start on the floor and be moved to overhead position with athletes legs, hips and arms in full 
extension for the rep to count https://youtu.be/e2aZotdgaZs  
 
 
SCORE = Bike Erg calories x GTOH reps. 
 
Minutes 6-7 (1 min transition time). 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

https://youtu.be/e2aZotdgaZs


UNDER ARMOUR ARENA 
 
Part B Minutes 7-21 (14 min) 
 
HANDOFF – PART B 
 

 All athletes will start on the start line. There will be lines marked out down the field at 
5 meters, 22 meters and 40 meters. There will be a 25/15kg sandbag and a tractor 
tyre behind the start line. 

 On the 7 min mark athlete 1 will pick up the sand bag and run shuttles between the 
start line and the 5, 22 and 40m lines. The athletes foot must touch each line for the 
shuttle to count. 

 When athlete 1 returns to the start line after the last shuttle the sandbag must be 
placed on the floor. 

 Athlete 1 can then move to the tractor tyre. 

 Athlete 2 will then pick up the sand bag and run shuttles between the start and the 5, 
22 and 40m lines. 

 Athlete 2 can then move to the tractor tyre. 

 The shuttles will continue in this manner, all athletes must run a shuttle before 
moving to the tyre. 

 As soon as a team has three athletes at the tyre they can begin tyre STOH. 

 All athletes must press the tyre from front rack position to a fully extended overhead 
position with head through for the rep to count. 

 If a team wishes to sub out an athlete from the STOH the tyre must be placed on the 
floor for the new athlete to join. 

 If an athlete is subbed out of the STOH they must run another set of shuttles with the 
sandbag before they can rejoin the STOH. 

 Maximum of three athletes on the tyre at one time. 
 
SCORE = Total Tyre STOH reps. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



BLK BOX ARENA  
 
WORMS & LADDERS 
 
WORKOUT TIME – 8 MINS 
 
 
Elite BLK BOX arena, two 8 minute workouts with 5 minute break between.  Worm weight – 
150/130/100kg 
 

 On go 4 athletes from each team will perform 3 synchro burpees over the worm 
followed by 2 worm cleans and 2 worm thrusters.  
 

 They will next perform 4 worm cleans followed by 4 worm thrusters. Reps for cleans 
and thrusters will then increase by 2 as teams progress up the ladder for the duration 
of the workout as follows; 
 

 2 - 4 - 6 - 8 - 10 - 12 - 14 .............. 
 

 EMOM - 3 synchro burpees over the worm, starting at minute 0. 
 

 Teams may sub in and out their fifth athlete as they wish however the worm must be 
placed on the floor to do this. 

 

 Cleans will be from the floor for each rep. Teams will perform one rep to the right 
shoulder, place or drop the worm to the floor, step over the worm and perform one 
rep to the left shoulder. Reps must continue in this manner alternating shoulders. 

 

 Teams may go straight into thrusters following the last rep of the preceding cleans. 
All 4 athletes must perform a full depth squat (hip crease below knee) they must then 
stand and fully open hips passing the worm overhead to the opposite shoulder. Full 
extension of the arms is not required at the top of the thruster – Movement Standard 
Video - https://youtu.be/KHEIXO4pEHI 
 

 Synchro for the burpees is all athletes chest and hips on the floor at the same time. 
No need to fully extend when standing up or jumping.  Athletes must two foot jump 
over the worm for the rep to be counted 

 
SCORE = TOTAL REPS of cleans and thrusters completed in 8 minutes (burpee reps are 
not included in the score but must be completed on the minute). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



BLK BOX ARENA  
 
D BALL ACCUMULATOR 
 
WORKOUT TIME – 8 MINS 
 
Elite BLK BOX arena, two 8 minute workouts with 5 minute break between. 
 

 On go a set of farmers handles loaded with 80/40kg must be lifted and remain off the 
floor for the duration of the 8 min workout. 

 Each team will start behind the line and have a 40/60kg, 50/80kg and 60/100kg d ball 
laid out in front of them at 2 meter intervals lightest to heaviest.  

 On go athletes will one at a time individually attempt to lift d-balls to shoulder in 
ascending weight order for the required reps to accumulate points. 

 Each d-ball must be lifted to shoulder in order and a specific number of times to 
collect points as follows. 
 

 60/40kg - 3 lifts - 2 points 

 80/50kg - 2 lifts - 4 points 

 100/60kg - 1 lift - 6 points 
 

 D-balls MUST be lifted in this order, athletes may NOT go straight to the heaviest d-
ball.  

 If an athlete fails a lift they must return to the start line and tag a team mate in who 
will start from the lightest weight.  

 If for example an athlete does 3 reps of 40/60kg, then completes one lift at 50/80kg 
and then fails the next lift they will receive no points for that weight and must go and 
tag a team mate, their points from that attempt will be 2 for completing the 40/60kg. 
All reps for a weight must be completed to gain the points for that weight. 

 For a rep to count the d ball must be lifted to the top of the shoulder and the athlete 
must remove their opposite hand which must be out parallel to show stability in that 
position. 

 The judge will then indicate a good rep, only then may the athlete drop the d ball in 
front of them for the rep to count. 

 If the farmers handles touch the floor at any point a 12 point penalty will be incurred 
by the team for each time this happens. 

 
SCORE = Total Accumulated Points 
 
Standards 
D Ball to Shoulder - D ball must be picked up and moved to top of shoulder. Athlete must 
stand up at full extension and remove opposite had from D ball for rep to count. When the 
judge confirms the rep the D ball must then be dropped in front of the athlete – Movement 
Standard Video - https://youtu.be/9ywkvbk7taI 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

GYMBOX ARENA 
 
Three 5 min workouts with two 3 min brea 
 
GYMBOX 1 - PICK YOUR POISON 
 
WORKOUT TIME – 5 MINUTES 
 
There will be three stations; athletes may not leave their station for the entirety the workout .    
 
Station A) 2 athletes assemble a barbell with whatever weight they choose, weight is clipped 
in place before the start and cannot be changed. 
 
Station B) 2 athletes assemble a barbell with whatever weight they choose, weight is clipped 
in place before the start and cannot be changed. 
 
Station C) 1 athlete has an empty half trap bar on a rubber platform; approximately 10m away 
is another rubber platform with 8 x 25kg bumper plates 
 
ON GO,  
 
Station A + B) Athletes will perform an escalating AMRAP of front squats, with the first rep 
being from the floor. Athlete 1 performs odd reps, athlete 2 performs even reps. At the end of 
the 5 mins.  Bar must be taken off the floor after each athlete completes their reps. 
 
SCORE is last completed round x barbell weight for each barbell 
 
 
Station C) Athlete will pick up trap bar and run to the platform, they will load up as much 
weight as they want, transfer to other platform approx. 12m away and unload. All 8 plates 
must be moved to one side, before they can start being taken back. Score: Every time a plate 
is unloaded it counts as one point 
 
SCORE: (A + B) x C 
 
TIE BREAK: every rep in an incomplete round for A and B will be given as 0.01 points, thus: 
11 rounds and 6 reps in the 12th will result in a score of 11.06 x barbell weight 
 
STANDARDS 
Front squat – Bar must be held in front rack with both hands on the bar. Athlete will perform a 
full depth squat, hip crease below the knee and then stand up fully with open hips. Movement 
Standard Video - https://youtu.be/Of-NEJT5Hlw 
 
Front squats explanation – Athlete 1 will perform 1 rep, drop the bar to athlete 2 who will 
perform 2 reps, drop the bar back to athlete 1 who will perform 3 reps, drop the bar back to 
athlete 2 who will perform 4 reps and so on…!  Each time an athlete completes the full 
amount of reps, this is a complete ‘round’ – score is LAST COMPLETED ROUND x weight 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

GYMBOX ARENA 
 
GYMBOX 2 – THE SNATCH GRIND 
 
WORKOUT TIME – 5 MINUTES 

 
There are four stations. Athletes may move between stations A & B as they please. And then later 
between C & D 
 
Station A) Athletes start by a pair of standard weight dumbbells at each prescribed weight (22.5/15kg) 
 
Station B) Athletes start by a Ski Erg set to 60/60/40 Cals.  
 
Station C) a single DB at each prescribed weight (30/20kg) 
 
Station D) a pull-up bar with two weighted belts (12/4kg)  
 
ON GO, BUY IN 
 
Station A) 2 athletes will perform 50 synchro DB hang snatches meeting at the top. The Snatches must 
be taken from the hang (below hips and above floor), there is no requirement to alternate arms between 
reps. For the first rep, the athlete must stand up, arrest there motion, and then begin their Snatches. 
You can alternate these athletes as you wish during the 50 reps 
 
Station B) Complete 60/60/40 Ski Erg. Once the 60/40 cals are hit, the Ski Erg continues for the full 5 
minutes (see score below). You may rotate athletes on this as you wish. 
 
Once both these stations are completed C & D are unlocked.  The Ski Erg will continue to be used for 
the duration of the 5 minute workout 
 
THEN,  
 
Station C) Athletes will perform AMRAP of Snatches. The Snatches must be taken from the hang (below 
hips and above floor), there is no requirement to alternate arms between reps. For their first rep, an 
athlete must stand up, arrest there motion, and then begin their Snatches, they can then perform as 
many reps as they like before changing. On mixed teams, the second dumbbell cannot be touched until 
the working dumbbell touches the floor and is let go.  This is one athlete working at a time. 
 
1 REP = 1 POINT 
 
Station D) Athletes will perform an AMRAP of weighted belt with KB hanging dead hang pull-ups, there 
is no limit to the number of pull-ups an athlete can do. After the athlete jumps up they will be given a 
“Go” call, the pull ups must start from a dead hang and grip must be pronated (overhand) and chin over 
the bar - athletes may swing to get their chin above the bar, but before the next rep they must come to a 
stop and judge calls GO. Athletes may then drop off the bar or descend into a dead stop before pulling 
back up. Jumping up and pulling without waiting for the “Go” call will result in a “No Rep” 
 
1 REP = 2 POINTS 
 
SCORE = (C + D) x Ski Erg Cals 

 
STANDARDS 
 
Synchro DB hang snatches – DB must taken from the hang position to a fully locked out overhead 
position. Synchro is at the top of the movement. Athletes may only change hands below eye level. 
Athletes don’t have to alternate – Movement Standard Videos - https://youtu.be/eXuPVhIi9hk 
 
Strict pull ups – Athletes must go from a dead hang to chin over bar. Athletes must return to a full 
extension dead hang between each rep. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

https://youtu.be/eXuPVhIi9hk


 
GYMBOX ARENA 

 
 
GYMBOX 3 - SPRINT TO CLIMB 
 
There are two lanes. On mixed teams a ladies’ and gentlemen’s lane is designated by the 
height of the plyo box. 
 
Each lane will contain: An Assault bike and a plyo box (24/20”) 
 
At the end of the lanes is a 12ft rope and a pair of kettlebells (24/16’s) 
 
ON GO, 
 
Two athletes will jump on the bikes and sprint 10/7 cals, then get off the bike and perform 5 
(box facing) burpee box jump overs. Box jumps cannot start until both athletes have finished 
the assault bike cals. 
 
Once they complete this, they will have access to 1 rope between them and perform 3 Rope 
Climbs (in total)). Contact with the rope is only allowed whilst one athlete has two KBs 
overhead. If the KBs come down whilst the climbing athlete is on contact with the rope this 
will result in a No Rep.  These 3 rope climbs can be broken up between the two athletes as 
you wish 
 
After performing 3 total climbs the athletes will sprint back and tag their team mates. Teams 
will need to reset the assault bike cals on the screen, however they cannot be touching or 
sitting on the bike once this is done until they are tagged. 
 
SCORE: Total Points  
 
Each complete round is worth 5 points 
 
TIE BREAK: Both athletes completing the Bike Cals = 1 point, both athletes completing the 
BBJOs = 1 point, each climb = 1 point. 
 

STANDARDS 
Rope climb - climb up and make contact with the crossbar. Athletes can jump up and may 
use their legs or legless. 
 
Box facing BBJO – Athletes must face the box and perform a chest to floor burpee then a two 
footed jump onto the box. Athletes may then jump or step down to the other side of the box 
and perform the next rep.  Stepping up to the box is not permitted. Movement Standard Video 
- https://youtu.be/VqOow4Yuk_o 
 
Kettlebell overhead hold – Both kettlebells must be held in a fully locked out overhead 
position. 
 
 
 
 
 

 

https://youtu.be/VqOow4Yuk_o

